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Hydro-dynamically modified seeding for micro-PIV
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This paper presents numerical and experimental analysis of the hydrodynamic
flow focusing in a rectangular microchannel. Aim of the study is to improve perfor-
mance of the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique applied to micro-scale flow
analysis. The symmetric flow focusing system of two channels crossed at right angle
is investigated. The numerical model is used to analyse the effect of Reynolds number
on the flow focusing mechanism. In the experiment, the flow focusing is applied to
concentrate seeding tracers into a thin sheet at the channel axis. Such a modification
removes the out of focus images of the seeding particles, effectively improving PIV
evaluation of vector fields in microchannel. Based on the experimental and numerical
results we have found that expected improvement is possible for the flow at Reynolds
number less than 10 only.∗)
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Notations

c mass concentration,
dH channel hydraulic diameter,
dp particle diameter,
D diffusion coefficient,

*)The paper was presented at 19th Polish National Fluid Dynamics Conference (KKMP),
Poznań, 5–9.09.2010.
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e spacing between sensor pixels,
κ Boltzmann constant,

M magnification,
n refractive index, image pair number,

NA = n sin θ numerical aperture,
Q outlet stream flowrate,

QF1, QF2 focusing streams flow rates,
QS focused stream flow rate,
R pathline curvature radius,

Re = V dHρ/µ Reynolds number,
S/N signal to noise ratio, ratio of tracer peak intensity to mean background

intensity,
t time,

T temperature,
V velocity,
x mean particle displacement,

δcorr depth of correlation,
δf depth of focus,
θ half-angle of objective-specimen light cone,

λ0 light wavelength,
µ dynamic viscosity of the fluid,
ρ fluid density,

PIV Particle Image Velocimetry,
SeS-PIV Selective Seeding Particle Image Velocimetry,

Focusing ratio – ratio of flow rate of the focused flow to the focusing streams

„

QS

QF1 + QF2

«

.

1. Introduction

The advances of microfluidic technology have led to development of
miniaturized devices for manipulating and sorting bio-samples, mixing and de-
livering chemical reagents, or encapsulating immiscible liquids. In most cases
these devices use either simple T-shaped channels with two inlets side-by-side
and one outlet, or two crossed channels with three inlets and one outlet. Mixing
properties of such devices are often crucial for the effective functioning of mi-
crofluidic devices. Due to the characteristic dimensions of the devices, the flow
Reynolds number is small and only molecular diffusion is responsible for the
inter-diffusion of reagents [1, 2].

There is a class of microfluidic systems where flow mixing should be mini-
mized. An example is the so-called flow focusing process, where the sample flow
(supplied from the inlet channel) is constrained laterally within the centre of
the microchannel by two neighbouring sheath flows from the side channels (see
Fig. 1). In symmetric hydrodynamic focusing, the sample flow is constrained by
two sheath flows to a relatively thin sheet at the channel symmetry (Fig. 2). By
manipulating flow rates of the focusing flows, location of the focused sheet can
be moved out of the symmetry plane. Achieving a precise control of the focused
stream width is crucial in various applications of the flow focusing systems.
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Due to the fabrication constraints, the flow focusing devices usually use
straight channels of rectangular cross-section, of typically 50 to 100 µm and
5–10 mm length, interconnected at right angles. Flow in such microchannels is
characterized by parallel streamlines and mixing of liquids/particles is mostly
controlled by diffusion. However, even for very low Reynolds number regime, the
abrupt change of the flow direction when fluid passes T junction, appears to
produce secondary flow forcing fluid to move towards the side walls. It strongly
affects both mixing as well as flow focusing efficiency. The effect is caused
by two well-known mechanisms, so-called Moffat-eddies, created by the flow
passing sharp corners, and Dean flow – secondary circulation generated due
to the flow curvature. Both mechanisms, present even for very low Reynolds
number flow, evidently change flow pattern and species distribution observed
in the outlet channel. Experimentally it is observed as increase of the mixing
zone or broadening of the flow-focused sheet, especially in the regions close to
the side walls. The effect is important for the effectiveness of microfluidic de-
vices and has to be considered by selecting proper flow regimes for working
devices.

Here, we aim to apply flow focusing mechanism to improve quality of flow
velocity measurements performed in microchannels. Such measurements are per-
formed using micro Particle Image Velocimetry (micro-PIV), a non-intrusive
technique for measuring flow fields with micron-scale resolution. Fundamentals
of the micro-PIV method are based on microscopic images of the fluorescent
tracers conveyed by an analysed flow and correlation analysis, applied to the
subsequent pairs of images. Due to the small dimensions, the typical for macro-
scale PIV light sheet technique cannot be applied for flow illumination and the
whole investigated volume is flooded by light. Selection of analysed flow cross-
section is based on the focal depth of optical system, as only tracers within the
depth of focus are clearly visible. However, tracers out of focus participate in the
image brightness as a background noise and evidently depreciate the evaluation
accuracy. To overcome this drawback, low concentration of tracers is usually
used and the performed correlation procedure averages the results over a large
number of pairs of images. However, long averaging time limits the temporal res-
olution of the evaluated velocity field and creates problems with optimal tracers
concentration if channel size suddenly varies.

Recently, the flow focusing method was proposed to introduce the tracers
as a thin layer instead of whole volume seeding (SeS-PIV: Selective Seeding
PIV [3]). Such layer can be obtained in rectangular cross-section channel via
hydrodynamic focusing. Limiting seeding to a thin layer improves spatial reso-
lution of the velocity field evaluation and permits to apply higher tracers con-
centration, hence allowing for acquisition of shorter sequences of images. As the
position of focused stream can be controlled by manipulating flow rate of the
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focusing streams, the SeS-PIV method opens a new possibility of 3D microflow
reconstruction from several 2D flow fields taken at different channel depths.

In the following we investigate performance of this technique evaluating
micro-flow over small protrusion introduced at one of the channel walls. Perfor-
mance of such a protrusion as an element of flow mixing systems is often assumed
to increase heat transfer in microscale [4]. Hence, flow velocity in vicinity of the
protrusion is evaluated using micro-PIV data obtained by standard volume flow
seeding and compared with the selective flow focusing seeding. Measurements
are compared with each other and with a theoretical velocity field obtained from
the numerical simulation. It is found that the advantages of selective seeding
(SeS-PIV), well visible for low Reynolds number flow (Re < 10), are strongly
depreciated increasing flow rate due to subsequent broadening and deformation
of the focused sheet of tracers.

2. Experimental setup

A polymeric device was fabricated to visualize performance of the flow focus-
ing device (Fig. 1). The device was made of 5 mm thick polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and consists of two crossed rectangular channels of 300 µm × 420 µm
cross-section made by micro-milling. The two side-by-side inlets are used to
pump the focusing fluid QF . The focused fluid with seeding QS was pumped
through the central inlet. A small (90 µm × 90 µm) protrusion (rib) was made
5 mm downstream from the intersection at the bottom wall of the outlet chan-
nel, to monitor stability of the focused sheet and to evaluate performance of
the PIV measuring technique. The rib height was chosen to generate apparent
modification of the channel flow pattern, allowing to compare performance of the
standard micro-PIV and modified SeS-PIV technique for complex flow structure
built in its vicinity.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the investigated flow focusing microfluidic device. Flow images are
taken around small rib made at the bottom wall of the outlet channel.

The flow around the protrusion was analyzed using in-house built micro-
PIV [5] system based on Nikon Eclipse E-50i epi-fluorescent microscope, long
working distance objective 10x/0.3 WD 17.5 (Nikon LU PLAN FLUOR) and
SensiCam Double Shutter 12-bit CCD camera with resolution 1280×1024 pixels
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(PCO IMAGING). The illumination was provided by SoloPIV Nd:YAG double-
pulsed laser (532 nm) from New Wave Research Inc. The flow was forced by
three syringe pumps (New Era Pump Systems Inc.). The total flow rate was
maintained between Q = 1.45 · 10−10 m3/s and Q = 1.87 · 10−8 m3/s, what
corresponds to Reynolds number Remin = 0.4 and Remax = 50. The focusing
ratio, defined as the ratio of flow rate of the focused stream to the focusing
streams (QS/(QF1 +QF2)) is an important parameter and its optimal value was
found to be 1 : 20. For low Reynolds number flow this ratio gave us stable, about
15 µm thin sheet of focused flow.

Deionised water and fluorescent tracers (Fluorescent Polymer Microspheres
2 µm, Duke Sci.) were used as media. Particle tracing was applied to visualize
flow structure at the crossing area of the focusing device (Fig. 2). For PIV mea-
surements, fluorescent tracers were introduced to the focused stream and their
images were acquired by the PIV camera for subsequent flow velocity evalua-
tion. The tracers volume concentration was kept very low, hence it is assumed
that their effect on the flow is negligibly small. For the micro-PIV measure-
ments, the tracers concentration was set to be cPIV = 0.00909%. In case of
selective seeding (SeS-PIV) it was possible to increase seeding concentration
ten times (cSeS-PIV = 0.0909%) without visible depreciation of the flow images.
Higher seeding concentration permits to collect sufficient number of PIV images
in a shorter time and this is one of important goals of the proposed method.

Fig. 2. Visualization of the flow focusing mechanism: particle tracks evaluated for fluorescent
tracers passing the crossing region of the flow-focusing channels; to visualize the flow structure,
tracers were introduced to focusing (blue paths) and to focused (red paths) flow. The green

contour indicates thickness of the focused sheet.

Performance of the PIV evaluation was investigated using flow images around
the rib region, taken perpendicularly to the flow direction (Fig. 1). The ac-
quired flow images cover an area of 0.4 mm × 0.8 mm and are obtained by
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the microscope focused at the channel centre. Each PIV measurement con-
sisted of a sequence of 100–200 pairs of images taken at intervals of 0.25 s.
Each pair of images was obtained illuminating the channel by double pulsed
laser at time intervals matched to the flow velocity and magnification factor of
the system. This time varied from 50µs to 5 ms for the range of applied flow
rates.

Our preliminary experimental investigations indicated that focused flow sheet
is not necessarily uniform and its thickening close to the walls may reach un-
desirable value [6, 7]. Three-dimensional study of this effect performed by using
confocal microscopy [8] confirmed that focused sheet is not flat and with increas-
ing flow rate it exhibits nearly tripled thickness at both side walls (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Flow focusing observed under confocal microscope; a, b, c – thickening of the fo-
cused plane closed to the side walls, observed when increasing the flow rate (Reynolds number

equal to: a) 3.23, b) 6.46, c) 12.92) [8].

Undesired thickening of the focused sheet including tracers may effectively
decrease accuracy of the PIV evaluation close to the wall. In the following nu-
merical study we aim to analyse main features of the flow focusing device and to
elucidate the role of the flow parameters responsible for its proper performance.

3. Flow focusing numerical analysis

The steady, laminar and isothermal flow of viscous incompressible liquid is
analyzed using finite volume code Fluent 12 (Ansys Inc) [9]. A three-dimensional
(3-D) mesh representing the flow focusing device used in the experiment was built
using Gambit 2.6 (Fluent Inc). The geometry and dimensions of the CFD model
were identical to the experimental device. The boundary conditions were set as
a mass flow at the inlets and as pressure at the outlet.
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Different meshes were tested until mesh refining had little effect on the com-
putations results. Finally, several simulations were performed with the structural
hexahedron mesh of over 11 million cells by varying flow rate to cover Reynolds
number from 0.1 to 100 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Computational grid in the vicinity of the rib, used in numerical simulations.

In the experiment, the focusing performance of the system was analyzed by
introducing small (2 µm) florescent particles to the focused liquid and observing
their concentration in the outlet channel. In the numerical model, to determine
flow structure and shape of the focused layer containing fluorescent tracer par-
ticles, we used non-reacting species transport model with two liquids having the
same physical and chemical properties (pure water without particles). The mass
diffusivity coefficient of the focused fluid was set as D = 2.22 · 10−13 m2/s to
mimic the diffusivity of tracer particles. This was calculated as the diffusivity
of the large, spherical particles in low molecular weight solvent [10]. We ne-
glect any inter-particle and particle fluid hydrodynamic interactions, assuming
that tracers are neutrally buoyant and the particle Reynolds number [11] is less
than 10−3.

Having fixed geometry of the system used in the experiment we have inves-
tigated the role of two parameters responsible for the flow focusing, namely the
ratio of the focused to focusing flow rates and the flow Reynolds number at the
outlet channel. Figure 5 demonstrates numerical simulation of the focusing effect
obtained for the Reynolds number equal to 0.4 and focusing ratio equal 1 : 20.
A thin sheet of the focused fluid is visible in the centre of the outlet channel. It
is evident that thickness of the focused plane remains practically constant over
a long distance from the crossing region of the inlet channels. Obviously, diffu-
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sion of the focused seeding is negligible small. Even after passing the obstacle
made at the bottom wall (see Fig. 5), undisturbed sheet of the focused flow is
fully recovered. Small diffusivity of particles confirms rough estimation of the
diffusion distance based on the diffusion constant and flow velocity, indicating
that on their way down the flow, the particles may diffuse the distance of less
than 0.1 µm. Such behaviour permits to use the system for selective seeding flow
velocity evaluation (SeS-PIV) as it is clearly visible that despite the long distance
travelled through the outlet channel and presence of the obstacle located on the
way, thickness of the focused sheet remains all the way constant and equal to
about 17 µm.

Fig. 5. Flow focusing obtained from numerical model for Reynolds number 0.4. Focusing
ratio 1 : 20.

Numerical simulation performed for four different focusing ratios indicates
that thickness of the focused plane decreases with increase of the focusing ratio
(Fig. 6). However, very strong effect on the focused sheet structure is observed by
varying total flow rate, i.e. the flow Reynolds number (Figs. 6 and 7). Increasing
the Reynolds number above 10 practically destroys flow focusing mechanism and
for Reynolds number above 50, the focused fluid is fully layered on the top and
bottom walls, being absent from the channel center.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the focused fluid for three different Reynolds numbers (rows) and
four different focusing ratios (columns).

Fig. 7. Effect of Reynolds number: distribution of the focused fluid for flow Reynolds
numbers Re = 0.1, Re = 4, Re = 10, Re = 25 and Re = 50. Focusing ratio is 1 : 20.

Numerical simulations clearly indicate three regimes of the flow focusing
mechanism:

• Regular, well defined, nearly flat focused plane can be obtained for Rey-
nolds number 4. Smaller Reynolds number creates a slightly convex shape.
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• Double concave shape is present for Reynolds number above 10.
• Complete layering of the focused flow on the side walls takes place for

Reynolds number approaching 100.
Numerical analysis indicates that the source of the observed disturbances

is located in a small region where three streams merge together to the outlet
channel. It is worthy to repeat that molecular diffusion is completely negligible
in the analysed case. Hence, the geometry of the focused plane, once created
by three merging streams, remains unchanged along the outlet channel. For low

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 8. Normalized Vy velocity component (upper row) and Vz velocity component (lower
row), obtained for the outlet channel cross-section 200 µm behind the crossing area; for two
Reynolds numbers: Re = 0.4 (left-hand column), Re = 25 (right-hand column). Note the

change of scale when comparing left- and right-hand columns.
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Reynolds number flow there are only two possible mechanisms responsible for
the observed deformation of the focusing plane, so-called Moffat-eddies [12, 13],
created by the flow passing sharp corners, and Dean flow – secondary circulation
generated due to the flow curvature [14–16]. Both mechanisms are responsible
for deformation of the velocity pattern, visible in Fig. 8. It can be seen that both
transversal velocity components responsible for the secondary flow increase over
30 times their relative value for higher Reynolds number (Fig. 8, right column).
We may note concentration of the secondary flow into well-visible spots in four
corners of the channel. The cross-flow found in the corners is responsible for the
lateral transport of liquid and effectively for broadening of the focused sheet at
the top and bottom walls.

Figure 9 collects the results of numerical investigations by displaying nor-
malized cross-flow velocity as a function of distance and Reynolds number. One
may find that strong lateral flow components are present only in the vicinity of
the crossing area. It is the place where the main redistribution of particle con-
centration takes place. At larger distances (over 1 mm, i.e. 3 channel diameters),
the parabolic flow profile is fully established preserving disturbed concentration
distribution. The effect of Reynolds number is clearly visible, the relative value
of the lateral flow velocity increases with Reynolds number and its presence
decreases with the distance.

Fig. 9. Normalized (by mean velocity) maximum value of the z-component of the velocity vs.
Reynolds number, monitored at three different distances from the channels crossing.
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4. Selective Seeding PIV technique: advantages and limitations

As we mentioned, measuring volume of the micro-PIV technique depends
on depth of focus of the microscope and all visible particles are participating
in the correlation of images used for the velocity field evaluation. In addition,
particles above and beneath the focal plane are contributing to the image by
blurring background light. The value of depth of focus δf is predefined by an
optical system of the microscope and cannot be easily modified. The whole depth
section of the flow contributing to the measured velocity field is called the depth
of correlation δcorr. Physically it is the depth of focus of the microscope, extended
by effects of diffraction and tracer particles geometry. Analytically derived, and
confirmed experimentally, the formula for the depth of correlation was defined
by Meinhart [17] as:

δcorr =
2.16dp

tan θ
+

3nλ0

NA2
+ δf ,

δf =
nλ0

NA2
+

ne

NA M
,

where, dp – particle diameter, n – refractive index, NA – numerical aperture,
λ0 – light wavelength, M – magnification, e – the smallest distance that can be
resolved by a detector located in the image plane of the microscope (for the case
of a CCD sensor, e is the spacing between pixels) and θ can be determined from
NA = n sin θ.

For our experimental setup the calculated depth of correlation was 36 µm,
i.e. 12% of the channel depth. To take the advantage of tracers confined in thin
layer focused in the channel centre, the thickness of the focused stream has to
be kept below the depth of correlation threshold. In our case, the control over
the focused stream thickness was gained by setting the focusing ratio of 1 : 20.
Simple estimation based on the flow rate ratio and change of channels cross-
sections gives for the investigated configuration the focused stream thickness
equal to 15 µm. However, as it is shown in the previous chapter, the focused
stream preserves its sheet-like, two-dimensional shape only for Reynolds number
less than 10. For higher Reynolds number, the focused sheet becomes wider near
the top and bottom walls and thinner at the middle and this deformation grows
with increasing Reynolds number (cf. Fig. 7). Hence, proper selection of the flow
parameters is crucial for obtaining improved seeding for SeS-PIV.

4.1. Image analysis

At the first step, the effect of the flow focusing applied for SeS-PIV can be
demonstrated by comparing quality of the raw images obtained by both meth-
ods (see Fig. 10). Indeed, at the first glance one may find better contrasts of the
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image with focused seeding (Fig. 10b). Practically all particles are in focus for se-
lective seeding, while the volume seeding (Fig. 10a) generates strong background
originating from out-of-focus particles. What is more, the tracers are flowing in a
thin layer, thinner than depth of focus, so their images lack the diffraction rings
as opposed to out-of-focus particles present in the micro-PIV picture. However,
there is a visible additional blurred area near the obstacle in SeS-PIV picture,
which appears due to the three-dimensional deformation of the focused stream
when it passes the rib. The cross-flow behind the rib is responsible for tracers
redistribution in depth and so they are no longer in depth of focus. This effect
was observed only at the highest tested velocities (Q > 1.87 · 10−8 m3/s and
Re > 50), what confirms numerically predicted limitations of the flow focusing
method.

Fig. 10. Image of tracers passing the rib and magnified fragment; a) volume seeding for
micro-PIV; b) selective seeding used for SeS-PIV technique; Re = 50, focusing ratio 1 : 20 for

both cases.

The drastic reduction of the background noise in case of SeS-PIV images
corresponds to higher signal to noise ratio (S/N) and improves the PIV evalu-
ation. For current purpose the S/N ratio was defined as a ratio of tracer peak
intensity to mean background intensity [17] and it was calculated for full, single
captured image frame. Figure 11 shows the comparison of so evaluated S/N ratio
plotted against the correlation depth, calculated for micro-PIV optical system
(full blue circle) or taken as thickness of the focused seeded layer for SeS-PIV
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experiment (full red square). In addition, it is compared with the available liter-
ature data [17] (open blue circles) obtained from typical micro-PIV experiments.
The presented data were collected during experiment with total flow rate set as
Q = 1.87 · 10−8 m3/s for microPIV and about Q = 2.3 · 10−9 m3/s for SeS-PIV.
As visible on Fig. 11 the selective seeding results in over two-fold increase of the
signal to noise ratio (S/N) and evidently, a thinner correlation depth formed
by focused sheet of tracers than the parameters achieved by optical systems of
micro-PIV configurations. Additionally, the correlation depth defined by the fo-
cused sheet can be controlled by flow parameters, even down to the width of nm
order [18], independent on optical setup.

Fig. 11. Signal to noise ratio (S/N) as a function of test section depth (correlation depth)
obtained for micro-PIV technique and for selective seeding PIV system. Present experiments

are compared with available literature data [17] for micro-PIV systems.

4.2. Evaluation of PIV convergence

As it was mentioned above, the images obtained by a typical micro-PIV
system are outshined by large amount of blurred out-of-focus tracers. As a result,
very low concentration of seeding has to be used. To obtain sufficient amount of
data for the PIV evaluation, long sequences of images are collected and averaged.
Time necessary to obtain such a sequence seriously limits the temporal resolution
of the system. In the following we demonstrate advantage of the selective seeding,
where total time of image acquisition can be reduced by reducing the number
of image pairs needed for obtaining well resolved flow field. To address this
issue we analyse variation of an averaged flow field as a function of the number
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of evaluated velocity fields taken to calculate the average. As a reference, the
velocity field averaged over 200 image pairs is used.

It can be found in Fig. 12 that for lower Reynolds numbers, the SeS-PIV
technique converges much faster than standard micro-PIV. The average of the
longitudinal velocity component (a) appears to be correct for SeS-PIV evaluation
of less than 10 pairs of images. The micro-PIV evaluation needs over 20 pairs of
images to converge. The described tendency is less clear in case of the vertical
velocity component (Vy, not shown). This cross-flow velocity component is by
one order of magnitude smaller and lack of resolution is mainly due to the limits
of the PIV evaluation method (tracer displacement in vertical direction are of
the order of the camera pixel size).

a) b)

Fig. 12. Convergence of the averaged longitudinal Vx velocity component obtained by
micro-PIV (blue squares) and SeS-PIV method (red circles), as a function of number of
fields used for PIV correlation; two flow rates: a) Q = 1.45 · 10−10 m3/s (Re = 0.4),

b) Q = 0.935 · 10−8 m3/s (Re = 25).

For higher flow Reynolds number, the PIV evaluation needs longer sequences
of images to converge. The right-hand part of Fig. 12 represents evaluation done
for Reynolds number 25. As we may find, both PIV techniques require more
than 100 image pairs to converge the averaged evaluation. There is no visible
difference between the micro-PIV and the SeS-PIV method. It is due to the
aforementioned deformation of the focused stream appearing at higher Reynolds
number (Fig. 7), thus thickness of the focused sheet carrying tracer is bigger
than the depth of correlation. In such a case there is no difference between the
both techniques except for the channel centre. It shows limits of the SeS-PIV
technique.

4.3. Comparison with numerical results

The main purpose of any PIV evaluation is to obtain full, two-dimensional ve-
locity field of an interrogated flow region. Such data are valuable for understand-
ing flow structure and for validating numerical simulations. Hence, in the follow-
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ing we compare flow fields obtained by both PIV techniques with their numerical
counterparts obtained for the same configuration. The comparison is done for
the two flow rates Q = 1.45 · 10−10 m3/s (Re = 0.4) and Q = 0.935 · 10−8 m3/s
(Re = 25). The PIV analysis is performed in both cases using 5 image pairs to
obtain averaged flow fields. Both PIV evaluation techniques offer reasonable re-
sults, qualitatively comparable with the numerical prediction. However, Fig. 13b
clearly indicates that in case of the micro-PIV technique the vector field devi-
ates from its numerical prediction (Fig. 13c) in the neighbourhood of the rib.
Evidently, the flow pattern deformation present close to the rib is smoothed
out by evaluation of micro-PIV images. Proposed selective seeding PIV method
demonstrates its advantage.

Fig. 13. The comparison of flow fields obtained by: a) SeS-PIV, b) micro-PIV, c) built
from 5 image pairs and predicted by the numerical simulation. Left-hand column: flow rate
Q = 1.45·10−10 m3/s (Re = 0.4); right-hand column: flow rate Q = 0.935·10−8 m3/s (Re = 25).

More quantitative analysis of the differences between both measurements
and the numerical prediction is given in Fig. 14. At lower Reynolds number
(Fig. 14a), a micro-PIV appears to overestimate value of the velocity evaluated
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for the channel centre. It is possible that number of averaged images (5) is too
small for the micro-PIV evaluation. It correlates with the previous observation
(cf. Fig. 12) that micro-PIV technique notoriously overestimates flow velocity
if there are not enough flow fields used for the averaged value. On the other
hand, at higher flow rates (Fig. 14b) typical micro-PIV evaluation underesti-
mates the value of measured flow velocity. It is due to relatively large correlation
depth which is responsible for averaging information collected from different
cross-sections of the flow. The selective seeding methodology avoids these errors,
except for the regions in the vicinity of the rib (bottom part of the velocity
profile).

Fig. 14. Vertical profile of the x-component of velocity above the rib: comparison of the
numerical (CFD) and experimental results (SeS-PIV and micro-PIV) for Reynolds number:

a) Re = 0.4 and b) Re = 25.

4.4. General discussion of SeS-PIV applicability

The application range of SeS-PIV is directly connected with hydrodynamics
of the focusing technique, as it relies on the shape and stability of focused flow
sheet with tracers. Our numerical study given above clearly indicates limitation
due to the inertia (Reynolds number). There are two mechanisms responsible for
creation of double concave shape, namely the inertia driven Dean flow and the
diffusion.

The Dean flow is a secondary flow pattern developing due to imbalanced
centrifugal force when fluid element is moving along a curved path. In case
of flow focusing, the side streams change the flow direction and all focussed
flow pathlines bend at 90 degree angle. Thus in cross-section after the joint the
secondary Dean flow pattern is developed in form of two pairs of counter rotating
circulation zones.
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The significance of this recirculation on focused stream deformation is a func-
tion of Reynolds number and geometry. The relation in form of the Dean number
describing dimensionlessly this ratio is given as Re

√

dH/2R, where dH is the
channel characteristic diameter and R is the pathline curvature radius.

The importance and influence of Dean flow is diminishing in lower Re range
corresponding to the observed flat, focused stream across the channel for Re<10.
Entering the creeping flow regime (Re < 1) extinguishes the inertia-based Dean
flow, however the rising viscosity domination gives the birth to another phe-
nomenon, namely to formation of Moffat eddies [12, 13]. This means that in
proximity of stagnation points (corners), where the liquid-wall contact surface
is relatively big, the different circulation zones are formed. The change from
Dean to Moffat eddies as the responsible focused stream deformation source
corresponds to changes in its shape.

The second source of focused stream deformations, after the hydrodynamics,
is molecular diffusion. It has negligible effect for relatively large seeding parti-
cles used in the experiment described above. However, in several microfluidic
applications seeding particles as small as 20 nm (quantum dots) are applied.
Hence, the diffusion effect should be discussed. Generally the particle mean dis-
placement due to diffusion can be estimated as square root of the diffusion time
and diffusivity x =

√
2Dt, with estimation for diffusion constant for spherical

particles (neglecting solvent-tracer interaction) as D = κT/(3πµdp), where κ
is Boltzmann constant, T – temperature, µ – viscosity of the fluid and dp –
particle diameter. In our case, for 2 µm particles D is of order of magnitude
10−13 [m2/s] and the length scale of the diffusion is negligibly small (around
1 µm). Obviously, for 100 times smaller tracers (e.g. 20 nm quantum dots) the
effect of diffusion length becomes no longer negligible, diminishing the advan-
tages of the flow-focusing technique. Additionally the diffusion-convection cou-
pling of tracer particles in the near wall regions will render the net diffusion
effect more intense in those areas, broadening the double concave shape of the
focused sheet [19–21].

Summary and conclusions

We have confirmed the advantages of modified micro-PIV technique by in-
troducing the thin, hydrodynamically focused layer of tracers. Such modifica-
tion known as SeS-PIV technique improves the raw image quality by removing
the background noise, increases the signal to noise ratio, and most important
– permits higher seeding concentration. These features directly correspond to
the improved resolution of obtained vector fields and to shorter time of anal-
ysis. It allows for taking instantaneous flow field with well resolved details. In
addition, the noticeable decrease of out-of-focus background light allows to use
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this technique at low light conditions. The aforementioned improvements of mi-
croflow analysis are possible if the flow Reynolds number remains low enough
(Re < 10).
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